We analyze the effect of companion stars on the bulk density of 29 planets orbiting 15 stars in the Kepler field. These stars have at least one stellar companion within 2 ′′ , and the planets have measured masses and radii, allowing an estimate of their bulk density. The transit dilution by the companion star requires the planet radii to be revised upward, even if the planet orbits the primary star; as a consequence, the planetary bulk density decreases. We find that, if planets orbited a faint companion star, they would be more volatile-rich, and in several cases their densities would become unrealistically low, requiring large, inflated atmospheres or unusually large mass fractions in a H/He envelope. In addition, for planets detected in radial velocity data, the primary star has to be the host. We can exclude 14 planets from orbiting the companion star; the remaining 15 planets in seven planetary systems could orbit either the primary or the secondary star, and for five of these planets the decrease in density would be substantial even if they orbited the primary, since the companion is of almost equal brightness as the primary. Substantial follow-up work is required in order to accurately determine the radii of transiting planets. Of particular interest are small, rocky planets that may be habitable; a lower mean density might imply a more volatile-rich composition. Reliable radii, masses, and thus bulk densities will allow us to identify which small planets are truly Earth-like.
INTRODUCTION
With more than 3000 exoplanets known to date, most of them discovered by the Kepler mission and increasing numbers by its successor K2 , it has become clear that planetary systems vary widely in their properties and that our Solar System might be in a unique configuration. Besides the number of planets around a given star and their orbital spacing, a fundamental quantity is a planet's density. The bulk density of a planet gives us clues as to its composition (e.g., Fortney et al. 2007; Seager et al. 2007; Rogers et al. 2011; Rogers 2015; Zeng et al. 2016) : a higher density is indicative of a rocky interior, while a low density suggests a planet surrounded by a substantial atmosphere. Of particular interest are rocky planets with liquid water on their surface and an atmosphere, which, if at a suitable distance from their star, might be able to support life as we know it.
In order to determine a planet's mean density, its mass and radius have to be known. The Kepler mission discovered planets by the transit method, which measures the dimming of the stellar light as the planet passes in front of its star. The observed transit depth yields the radius of the planet, assuming the stellar radius is known. The mass is typically determined from radial velocity (RV) follow-up measurements of the planet (e.g., Marcy et al. 2014) ; in some cases of multiple planetary systems, transit-timing variations (TTVs) can be used to determine planetary masses (e.g., . Uncertainties in the determination of the planet's radius and mass propagate to uncertainties in the planet's density.
Besides the usual measurement uncertainties, one factor can affect the reliable determination of a planet's radius: the presence of one or more stellar companions. The transit method derives the planet's radius from the transit depth, which is the difference of the out-of-transit and in-transit flux relative to the out-of-transit flux. A stellar companion dilutes the transit, making it appear shallower, and thus we infer a smaller planetary radius. Therefore, the presence of close companions leads to an underestimate of planetary radii. These companions are not necessarily bound to the primary star; studies of Kepler stars have shown that most companions within 1 ′′ are bound, while this applies to only ∼ 50% of companions at 2 ′′ (Horch et al. 2014; Hirsch et al. 2017) . However, even a close background star will dilute the transit and require a revision of the derived planet radius.
When planetary radii are underestimated, their density is overestimated, which is an issue of particular importance for small, rocky, potentially habitable planets. With a close companion star present, the radius of such a "small" planet would have to be revised upward, possibly requiring a substantial gaseous envelope to explain the resulting lower bulk density. Recently, seven Earthsized planets were discovered transiting the nearby star TRAPPIST-1 (Gillon et al. 2016 (Gillon et al. , 2017 ; their densities suggest a rocky composition with a certain fraction of volatiles (Gillon et al. 2017) . Howell et al. (2016) carried out speckle imaging of TRAPPIST-1 and were able to exclude a companion star or brown dwarf from 0.32 to 14.5 au from the star; their results complemented the RV measurements from Barnes et al. (2014) , which ruled out stellar companions within about 0.15 au. Thus, follow-up observations established that the radii of the TRAPPIST-1 planets derived from transits are correct.
For the Kepler mission, a substantial imaging and spectroscopic follow-up observation program was carried out (for a summary, see and references therein; Furlan et al. 2017b, in preparation) . The aim of the imaging program was to detect companion stars to planet host stars, while the main goal of the spectroscopic program was to refine stellar parameters. RV measurements (which require high spectral resolution) are mainly used to determine planet masses, but they can also reveal close companion stars (Kolbl et al. 2015) . However, only a certain range of parameter space can be probed by spectroscopy; companions that are too faint, too far, or too similar to the primary star cannot be detected. Teske et al. (2015) showed that the RV detections can be very uncertain; beyond about 0.02 ′′ , high-resolution imaging yields more reliable and complete information on stellar companions. From the compilation of high-resolution and seeing-limited imaging of KOI host stars in , we find that about 6% (11%) of the detected companions lie within 0.5 ′′ (1.0 ′′ ) from their primary stars and have median ∆m values of 0.9 (1.5) in the K-band and 1.0 (1.3) in the i-band.
From the solar neighborhood, we know that about 44% of solar-type stars have a bound companion within ∼ 10,000 au, with most companions at separations between a few and a few hundred au (Raghavan et al. 2010) . The multiplicity of stars in the Kepler field, which lie at distances up to a few kpc (the median distance is 840 pc; Mathur et al. 2017) has not yet been well-established. Horch et al. (2014) carried out simulations of the Kepler field using a companion star fraction of 40%-50% and the distribution of binaries in the solar neighborhood (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Raghavan et al. 2010) , and they were able to reproduce their observed companion star fractions from speckle observations. Their results implied that about half of Kepler stars have companions, even though not all of them can be detected. However, several recent studies found lower stellar multiplicity rates for host stars of KOI planets, especially at projected separations less than a few tens up to a few hundred au (Wang et al. 2014a (Wang et al. ,b, 2015a Kraus et al. 2016) . On the other hand, due to detection and sensitivity limits, some parts of the binary parameter space, e.g. companions at separations 10 au (accessible only via RV measurements) or companions with ∆m 3 at 20 au (in high-resolution images ) have not yet been fully explored.
The detectability of stellar companions does not only depend on their projected separations from the primary star, but also their relative brightness. Raghavan et al. (2010) found that the mass-ratio distribution for stars in multiple systems is mostly flat, with a deficit at low values ( 0.2), but a sharp increase in the number of companions with mass ratios close to unity. From the data presented in Raghavan et al. (2010) , we deduce that the fraction of about equal-mass systems (mass ratio > 0.9) is 17±3%; this fraction increases to 27±5%, 30±6%, and 38±10% for stars with about equal-mass companions within 100, 50, and 10 au, respectively. Thus, we can infer that about 15% of stars (at least in the solar neighborhood, perhaps also in the Kepler field) have such bright, close companions; it is this type of companions that have the strongest effect on derived planet radii if planets are assumed to orbit their primary star. Equalbrightness binaries increase the planet radius (derived under the assumption that the star is single) the most, namely by a factor of 1.4. Planets that orbit a star with a fainter companion typically have radii overestimated by a few percent .
A scenario rarely considered in the literature is the possibility that a planet could orbit a fainter companion star. In this case its radius would need a correction by a factor of a few . It is necessary to assess each system to determine which star the planet likely orbits, but in some cases, the companion star can be excluded as being the host star based on the lack of significant centroid shifts (e.g., Bryson et al. 2013) or on the color of the companion star (e.g., Howell et al. 2012; Hirsch et al. 2017) . In other cases, more thorough follow-up work, especially a statistical analysis of the available data, is needed to determine the actual host star and thus an accurate planet radius (e.g., Barclay et al. 2015) . We note that in cases of very close stellar companions ( a few au), planets might actually orbit both stars. In fact, there are planets known to orbit eclipsing binary stars in the Kepler field (e.g., Doyle et al. 2011; Welsh et al. 2012; Orosz et al. 2012; Schwamb et al. 2013; Kostov et al. 2016) . Since the radii of eclipsing binary stars can be measured quite accurately, the radii of planets orbiting them are fairly reliable, too.
In , we calculated planet radius correction factors for all those Kepler planet host stars with a stellar companion within 4 ′′ . We assumed companion stars to be bound to the primary stars and thus at the same distance from Earth, so properties such as their stellar radius could be estimated. Our results agreed with those from Ciardi et al. (2015) , who used the multiplicity fraction and mass ratio distribution from Raghavan et al. (2010) and estimated that, on average, the radii of Kepler planets are underestimated by a factor of 1.5.
In this work, we use the results presented in and apply them to Kepler planets whose masses have been determined in addition to the radii derived from the transit observations. We estimate the change in radius and thus density for the planets and discuss the implications for the planets' composition. We present our sample in Section 2, our results in Section 3, and our discussion in Section 4; Section 5 contains our conclusions.
SAMPLE
In , we combined measurements of detected companions within 4 ′′ (one Kepler pixel) of host stars of Kepler Objects of Interest (KOIs) and created a catalog of 2297 companions around 1903 primary stars. The KOIs can be either planet candidates or false positives; only follow-up observations (radial velocity measurements, high-resolution imaging) can confirm a planet candidate as an actual planet, but planets have also been validated by analyzing observational results with statistical methods (see, e.g., Rowe et al. 2014; Morton et al. 2016) . Here we only select Kepler stars which are hosts to confirmed planets and have one or more companions within 2 ′′ listed in . Companions at these projected separations are more likely to be bound (see Horch et al. 2014; Hirsch et al. 2017) and are also unlikely to be detected by the Kepler photometric centroid shift analysis ; also, none of these companions are listed in the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC). A close companion, even if unbound, will dilute the transit depth and thus affect the derived planet radius. Moreover, we limit our sample to confirmed Kepler planets with measured masses (including upper limits) and radii, which allows us to infer the bulk density of the planets. Additionally, we exclude those planets from further analysis for which no correction to the planet radius is needed, as detailed below. . This sample amounts to 50 planets orbiting 26 stars. We adopted planetary mass and radius measurements from the literature (as collected by the NASA Exoplanet Archive 1 ). When more than one measurement was available, we calculated a weighted average using the inverse of the uncertainty as weights. The column "blend flag" in Table  1 In most cases, this flux dilution is just a few tenths to a few percent and therefore the change in the resulting planet radius small (e.g., Esteves et al. 2015) . The largest corrections to the transit depth (and thus planet radii) were applied for Kepler-13 b, Kepler-14 b, and Kepler-64 b Shporer et al. 2014; Esteves et al. 2015; Buchhave et al. 2011; Schwamb et al. 2013) . We note that in general, even when the effect of the companion was included in the derivation of planet radii, usually only the case of planets orbiting their primary star was considered. The planet radius would change substantially if the planet orbited a fainter companion star.
The column "mass flag" in Table 1 identifies whether the mass of a planet was determined from RV measurements, TTVs, or a light curve model (in some cases a combined model to multiple data sets; e.g., Schwamb et al. 2013) . In cases where the planet mass was derived via RV measurements, it is clear that planets are orbiting the primary star (whose RV variations have been measured). Therefore, the companion stars in the Kepler-1, systems cannot be the planet host stars. For Kepler-100, the situation is less clear, since planets c and d were not detected in the RV data, and planet b only had a tentative detection . So, we keep the possibility open that the Kepler-100 planets could orbit the companion star. Finally, based on centroid analysis of Kepler data, the primary stars in the Kepler-11 and Kepler-13 systems were determined to be the ones transited by the planets Szabó et al. 2011) .
For this work, we do not further consider those planets for which the companion star was excluded to be the planet host and its flux dilution has already been accounted for in the derived planet parameters. In addition, we also remove from our sample the Kepler-10, Kepler-11, Kepler-21, Kepler-106, and Kepler-424 systems, since the primary stars were found to be the planet hosts, and the flux dilution by the companion, while not corrected for, is very minute ( 0.5%). The final sample we analyze in this work consists of 29 planets orbiting 15 stars (see Table 2 ). As with the planets' masses and radii, we adopted density measurements from the literature. In some cases, for a given planet only a mass (M ) and radius (R) were published, but not the density; in those cases we carried out a simple calculation of the mean density (ρ = M/(
2 ). For published densities, we adopted the reported measurements and their uncertainties. When more than one density value was available for a given planet, we calculated a weighted average as we did for masses and radii. Planets with just an upper limit for their mass only have an upper limit for their density. Some planets have unrealistically high densities, both in published values and from our simple calculation. The likely reason is an overestimate of their masses; in several cases the masses were determined from TTVs, and a substantial underestimate of the orbital eccentricities leads to an overestimate of the planetary masses (there is a degeneracy between these two parameters; see . In other cases the masses determined from radial velocities are very uncertain (e.g., Marcy et al. 2014) , resulting in large uncertainties in the derived bulk densities. Also listed in Table 1 are the planet radius correction factors (PRCF) from ; since they only depend on stellar parameters, each planet in a multi-planet systems has the same radius correction factor. Multiplying the planet radius by these factors yields the actual planet radius. There are two sets of factors: one assuming that planets orbit their primary star ("primary" factor hereafter), and one assuming planets orbit the brightest companion star (under the assumption that it is bound to the primary star; "secondary" factor hereafter). The former is close to 1.0 in most cases; it is largest for Kepler-326 and Kepler-84, which each have a nearby companion of almost equal brightness (at 0.05 ′′ with ∆K=0.03 for Kepler-326; at 0.2 ′′ with ∆m ∼ 0.9 at 0.55 µm for Kepler-84; Kraus et al. 2016; Gilliland et al. 2015) . The radii of the planets in these two systems were derived from stellar radii and planet-to-star size ratios as reported in the literature, which do not seem to take into account the presence of the bright, nearby companions . No primary correction factor is listed for those planets for which the flux dilution by the companion has already been accounted for when the planet radius was derived.
For the secondary planet radius correction factors, there is a limit on how large they can be: the planet can only become as large as the companion star (thus obscuring 100% of the companion star during transit), which would also imply that it is likely not a planet, but a star. In these cases , the planet host stars do not have a secondary correction factor; moreover, the companion star is so faint that the primary correction factor is very small, less than 1%. The secondary factor is also not listed for those planets determined to orbit the primary star.
The planet radius correction factors can be converted to planet density correcting factors (PDCF), as PDCF = PRCF −3 . These factors are listed in Table 2 , with one set assuming that planets orbit the primary star and one set assuming planets orbit the brightest companion star. There is no secondary PDCF if planets were determined to orbit the primary star, which includes those systems in which companion stars could be excluded as being the planet hosts due to the measured transit depth (see above). We used the calculated density correction factors to correct the planet bulk densities; these corrected densities are also listed in Table 2 . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Note-Column (1) lists the Kepler planet name, column (2) the KOI number of the star, column (3) its identifier from the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC), column (4) the mass of the planet, column (5) the radius of the planet, column (6) identifies the methods by which the mass was determined ('R' -RV, 'T' -TTV, 'M' -light curve model), column (7) indicates whether the blending by a nearby companion was already accounted for when the planet radius was derived in at least one of the references listed in column (10) (1-yes, 0 -no), columns (8) and (9) list the planet radius correction factors assuming the planet orbits the primary or brightest secondary star, respectively, from , and column (10) lists the references for planet mass and radius. Note-Column (1) lists the Kepler planet name, column (2) the planet density (either from the literature or derived in this work; see text for details), columns (3) and (4) the planet density correction factors assuming the planet orbits the primary or brightest secondary star, respectively, columns (5) and (6) the planet densities corrected using the factors from columns (3) and (4), respectively, column (7) the planet's orbital period, column (8) the planet's equilibrium temperature, and column (9) the references for the planet parameters listed.
References-(1) Bonomo et al. (2015); (2) 3. RESULTS
Effect of Companions on Planet Bulk Density
Ciardi et al. (2015) estimated the effect of stellar companions on the derived planetary radii of all KOIs; they assumed that KOI host stars could be single or in binary or triple systems, and, in the case of multiple systems, the planets could orbit the primary star or one of the companion stars. They also assumed that the multiplicity of stars in the Kepler field is similar to that of stars in the solar neighborhood, as derived by Raghavan et al. (2010) and estimated by Horch et al. (2014) . On average, they found that planet radii are underestimated by a factor of 1.49. In we used the compiled measurements on 1903 KOI host stars with companions detected within 4 ′′ ; the median correction factors for planet radii assuming planets orbit the primary or brightest companion star were 1.01 and 2.69, respectively. A weighted average of these correction factors yielded a median value of 1.38 if planets were assumed more likely to orbit the primary star; if assuming that planets are equally likely to orbit the primary and companion star, the median correction factor became 1.85. Hirsch et al. (2017) analyzed those companions from found within 2 ′′ of the primary star and with photometric measurements in at least two filters. They performed isochrone fits to estimate the stellar parameters of the companion stars and determined whether the detected companions are likely to be bound. Confirming the results of Horch et al. (2014) , they found that most sub-arcsecond binaries are bound; about half of all companions at 2 ′′ are bound. Using their results from the isochrone fits, Hirsch et al. (2017) derived an average planet radius correction factor of 1.65, assuming equal likelihood for the primary and secondary star to be hosting the planets.
The effect of changing the planet radius on its density is shown in Figure 1 . A correction factor of 1.5 for the planet radius translates to a factor of 3.4 decrease in density. We note that, while average correction factors for planet radii give an idea of the overall expected changes in planet radii, each individual planet will have an individual planet radius correction factor depending on its stellar system's configuration and which star the planet orbits. If a stellar system consists of two equalbrightness stars with the same stellar radii, the radius of the planet (derived assuming the star is single) would have to be revised upward by a factor of √ 2, resulting in a decrease in density by a factor of 2.8. If the primary star is brighter than the secondary star and the planet orbits the primary star, the correction factors for the radii are smaller and thus the density decreases less. However, if a star has a relatively faint companion and the planet actually orbits this faint star, the radius of the planet can change by a factor of a few, and thus the density could decrease by 1-2 orders of magnitude.
Planet Density and Composition
In Figure 2 we plot the radii versus the masses of the Kepler planets from Table 2 (masses and radii are listed in Table 1 ). Also shown are model-derived mass-radius relations from Fortney et al. (2007) and Zeng et al. (2016) ; these models allow us to estimate the bulk composition of the planets in our sample and to evaluate how the densities change when the radii are corrected due to the presence of a stellar companion. For planets with masses in the ∼ 0.005-0.5 M J range (which corresponds to 1.6 to 160 M ⊕ ), the composition becomes more volatile-rich the larger the planet radius is; for example, with a mass of 0.01 M J (= 3.2 M ⊕ ), a planet with a radius of 0.1 R J (= 1.1 R ⊕ ) is expected to be composed of pure iron, while a radius larger by 30% and 70% implies a rocky and 100% water composition, respectively. To infer that this planet has an extensive hydrogen-helium atmosphere, its original radius of 0.1 R J would have to be larger by a factor of 3.6, or equal to 4.0 R ⊕ . Planets with masses larger than about 0.1 M J are expected to have inflated atmospheres if their radii are larger than ∼ 1.1 R J (Lopez & Fortney 2014) . Figure 3 shows the same data points as Figure 2 , but for each planet, two points are shown: one with the originally derived radius, and one with the radius corrected using the planet radius correction factors from Furlan et al. (2017a) . The left panel of the figure shows radii corrected with the primary factors, while the right panel displays radii corrected with the secondary factors. Since for these Kepler systems at least one companion star is present, even if planets orbit their primary star, a correction to the radius is needed. For those planets found to orbit the primary star , no corrected radius is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 . As mentioned in section 2, even though there are RV measurements for Kepler-100, none of the planets in that system has a clear RV signal detection, and therefore we include them in both panels of Fig. 3 .
The planets shown in Figure 2 span a variety of bulk compositions, from iron-rich, volatile-free planets to more water-rich ones and planets with extensive atmospheres. Many planet masses (and, to a lesser extent, planet radii) are very uncertain, and so there is a range in possible planet composition. In Figure 4 we show histograms of the planet bulk densities, both for measured values and for values corrected due to the presence of a companion star using the PDCFs from Table 2 . The measured values range from 0.32 g cm −3 to over 20 g cm −3 (with the latter values very uncertain; see Table  2 ). Figure 5 displays the same bulk densities from Figure 4 as a function of orbital period, with symbol sizes scaled according to the planet's equilibrium temperature (which was adopted as either an average of published values, if available, or as the value from the Q1-Q17 Data Release 25 KOI table). It is expected that planets with short orbital periods are hot and, if they have extensive atmospheres, they may be inflated and thus have low densities. Indeed, about 40% of the planets in our sample with periods less than 10 days have equilibrium temperatures larger than 1000 K, while the planets with longer periods (>10 d) are all cooler than 1000 K.
When correcting the planet radii due to the flux dilution by the companion star, for 22 of the 29 planets in our sample the radii and thus also densities do not change noticeably if the planets are assumed to orbit their primary stars. Only three stars have companions that are bright enough to cause an obvious increase in the planet radius when accounting for its flux dilution. Kepler-326 and Kepler-84 are almost equal-brightness binaries, and so the radii of Kepler-326 b, c, d, and of Kepler-84 b and c increase by factors of 1.4 and 1.2, respectively. The most dramatic change occurs for the Kepler-326 planets, which, with their larger radii, are dominated by gaseous atmospheres (as opposed to a rock-volatiles mixture before radius correction). The two planets in the Kepler-53 system experience a 5% change in radius.
On the other hand, the changes can be substantial if planets are assumed to orbit the brightest companion star. In the latter case, most planets whose current density identifies them as rocky or water-rich would become gas giants. However, a large fraction of these planets would reach unrealistically low densities ( 0.1 g cm −3 ), which would require highly inflated atmospheres (and high equilibrium temperatures) or unusually large ( 10%) mass fractions in a H/He envelope, both of which would not be stable, long-lived configurations (Lopez et al. 2012) . Currently, the planets with the lowest densities (0.02-0.05 g cm −3 ) are K2-97 b, Kepler-51 b,c,d, and HAT-P-67 b; K2-97 b and HAT-P-67 b orbit evolved stars and have highly inflated atmospheres (Grunblatt et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2017) , while the three planets in the Kepler-51 system either have massive H/He envelopes, or their masses are underestimated, given that they were determined via TTVs (Masuda 2014) . In Figures 4 and 5 , the region of very low-density planets (∼ 0.02-0.2 g cm −3 ) is indicated by a light gray area, while densities lower than that (which are improbable, and thus likely unphysical) are encompassed by a dark gray area. For those planets that end up in the low-density regime ( 0.1 g cm −3 ) after radius correction (8 of the 22 planets that could potentially orbit the companion star), the scenario of the planet orbiting the companion star can be excluded with a high degree of certainty. This includes Kepler-396 c; even though the density of Kepler-396 b would allow it to orbit the companion star, Kepler-396 c makes it unlikely for both planets to orbit the companion star. Overall, based on their masses, radii, and flux contamination by the companion star, we find that 15 planets in 7 planetary systems could orbit either the primary or companion star c, d, c, d, . Table 2 ). The gray dashed histogram shows all the measurements, excluding upper limits, while the black histogram shows only those planets for which both the primary and secondary density correction factor is defined (see text for details). The orange and green histograms show the densities after correcting the planet radii assuming the planets orbit the primary or brightest companion star, respectively. The dark gray area covers unphysically low densities, while the lighter gray area covers densities of highly inflated planets. Table 2 versus the planet orbital period; the symbol sizes scale with the planet's equilibrium temperature as shown in the label. Black circles represent density measurements (and vertical, solid lines their uncertainties), while the orange and green circles represent densities after correcting the planet radii assuming the planets orbit the primary or brightest companion star, respectively. The gray areas have the same meaning as in Figure 4 .
DISCUSSION
The density of a planet depends on both its mass and radius. While different methods exist to determine a planet's mass, some with fairly large uncertainties, the radii of transiting planets are usually known with smaller uncertainties than the mass (see Figure 2) . However, the fact that many stars have nearby companion stars adds additional uncertainty to the radius determination. When companion stars have been detected in high-resolution imaging or spectroscopic follow-up observations, corrections to the planet radii due to flux dilution can be applied; they are usually relatively small if planets are assumed to the orbit the primary star, but can be large if planets orbit the companion star. Of particular concern are close binaries of about equal brightness (possibly ∼ 15% of stars); they require the largest correction in radius and thus density for planets orbiting the primary star (factors of ∼ 1.4 and 0.35, respectively). In our sample, Kepler-326 and Kepler-84 have such a bright, close companion and therefore experience the most significant change in the bulk composition of their planets.
In most cases, it is not known which star the planet orbits. Besides for very faint companion stars, which would result in planet radii larger than that of the star, RV measurements can allow us to exclude a companion star as the host, since the primary star's spectrum is the source of the RV information from which the planet mass is derived. However, for equal-mass (and thus equalbrightness) binaries, it could be difficult to distinguish which star is indeed the planet host; on the other hand, in this case the radius correction factors are similar for both stars in the system. In several multi-planet systems, planet masses have been determined from TTVs; in these cases, as opposed to RV detections, the star hosting the planets is not obvious. The only fairly certain assertion for systems with more than one planet is that all planets likely orbit the same star.
The planet bulk density can offer an important clue as to whether a planet can indeed orbit a companion star, given that in this case the density can decrease substantially (1-2 order of magnitude). Low-density planets are known; many can be found in compact, multi-planet systems (e.g., Kepler-11, Lissauer et al. 2013; Kepler-51, Masuda 2014; Kepler-79, Jontof-Hutter et al. 2014) . Among Kepler planets, Kepler-51 b, c, d, and Kepler-79 d have the lowest densities measured to date, ranging from 0.03 g cm −3 to 0.09 g cm −3 (Masuda 2014; Jontof-Hutter et al. 2014) . Assuming their masses are not underestimated, their low density implies that their compositions are dominated, either by volume or mass, by volatiles. If the incident flux is sufficiently high (a few hundred times the flux the Earth receives from the Sun), the atmosphere can be highly inflated, also resulting in a low density (Lopez & Fortney 2014) .
The accretion of large amounts of volatiles onto a forming planet presents its own challenges; according to one model of giant planet formation, a core has to form first, and then sufficient amount of gas has to be available to be accreted (see Helled et al. 2014) . These conditions can be met beyond the snow line, with subsequent type I migration inward (e.g., Rogers et al. 2011) . Planets with large H/He envelopes and relatively small cores (∼10%-15% of volume) could be young or could have inflated radii due to strong stellar irradiation; these atmospheres could also suffer from photoevaporation and thus become less massive over time (Rogers et al. 2011; Lopez et al. 2012) . This atmospheric mass loss depends on the mass and size of the planet, as well as the stellar UV flux; it is expected to be strongest during the first few hundred Myr and could lead to the complete loss of an atmosphere in several Gyr for a planet with a mass of a few M ⊕ (Rogers et al. 2011; Lopez et al. 2012) . For planets with substantial atmospheres observed today, the atmospheric erosion would imply that the H/He envelopes were even more massive in the past, which compounds the challenge of forming substantial gaseous envelopes when the planet is still embedded in its protoplanetary disk. Overall, low-density planets seem to require special formation scenarios and conditions and are therefore expected to be rare. In turn, this might imply that few exoplanets orbit faint companion stars. Out of the 22 planets in our sample that could potentially orbit the companion star, we conclude that 8 can only orbit the primary star, since otherwise their densities would become lower than ∼ 0.1 g cm −3 . We note that our sample of 29 Kepler planets does not include any planets comparable to Earth in mass and size. Among the larger sample of Kepler planets with masses, radii, and companion stars within 2 ′′ , the planet with the smallest mass, Kepler-11 f, has a mass of 2.1 M ⊕ and a radius of 2.5 R ⊕ , while the two planets with radii less than 1 R ⊕ , Kepler-106 b and d, only have upper limits in their masses (< 5.4 and 7.9 M ⊕ , respectively). The effect of stellar companions on planet radii will be even more important for small, presumably rocky planets, since lower densities will imply more volatiles and possibly large atmospheres, conditions that are not suitable for life as we know on Earth. One problem with Earth-sized planets is that their masses are difficult to measure; in many cases, only radii will be measured directly. If mass-radius relationships are to be used to infer their masses (and densities), it is crucial to deter-mine their radii accurately, which implies detecting any nearby companion star.
CONCLUSIONS
Given that about half the stars in the solar neighborhood are in multiple systems, and moreover about 15% of them have a close, roughly equal-mass companion, it is important to determine whether a planet host star has a companion star. The presence of a companion will have an effect on the determination of the radius of a transiting planet due to the dilution of the transit depth. We studied the effect of companion stars on the radii, and thus bulk densities, of those confirmed Kepler planets that have both masses and radii determined and whose stars have at least one stellar companion detected within 2 ′′ that has not yet been taken into account when deriving the planets' radii and that could, in most cases, potentially be the planet host. Our sample contains 29 planets orbiting 15 stars. In a multiple star system, it is often not known which star the planets orbit, but in either case the planetary radii will have to be revised upward. Even if the assumption is made that the planets are more likely to orbit the primary star, the planet radii would require an increase by as much as a factor of 1.4, and a corresponding decrease in bulk density by as much as a factor of 2.8. Such a decrease in density would change the composition of any iron-rich planet to that of a planet with at least some volatiles, and a rocky planet would become a planet dominated by volatiles.
Even more dramatic changes in the inferred planet bulk composition are expected if the planet orbits a fainter companion star; in this case several planets in our sample would be inferred to have extensive hydrogen/helium atmospheres (likely also highly inflated). This scenario is probably not very common, and it can be ruled out if the planet bulk density would become unrealistically low, but it has to be assessed on a case by case basis. Of particular interest are small, rocky planets; they are more affected by the presence of companion stars, since they could still be Earth-like (if orbiting the primary star) or dominated by volatiles (if orbiting a fainter companion star), and thus not be Earth-like at all. Since masses are very challenging to measure for small planets, it is critical to at least determine accurate radii for them in order to derive a good estimate of their mean density.
Of the 29 planets in our sample, seven experience notable increases in their radius once the effect of the companion star is folded in: Kepler-326 b, c, d, Kepler-84 b and c, and, to a lesser extent, Kepler-53 b and c. In particular, the Kepler-326 planets would change from a composition of rock and some volatiles to one dominated by a gaseous envelope. Five planets in our sample cannot orbit the companion star, since previous work determined that they orbit the primary star. Of the remaining planets with measured densities, eight would end up with unrealistically low densities if they orbited the companion star. Overall, we conclude that in seven planetary systems (with a total of 15 planets) the planets could orbit either the primary or the companion star .
The effect of a companion star on the bulk density of a planet underlines the importance of follow-up studies of host stars of planet candidates found with the transit method. High-resolution imaging and radial velocity measurements will reveal companion stars in certain ranges of parameter space; in addition, in-depth statistical analysis using the observational results should allow us to infer which star the planet is most likely to orbit. Among the Kepler planet host stars, there are likely still many unidentified binary systems; for host stars that are closer (and brighter), as is the case for many K2 and most TESS targets, fewer companions are missed by follow-up observations (e.g., Vanderburg et al. 2015; Crossfield et al. 2015; Ciardi et al. 2015; Howell et al. 2016) . Thus, with appropriate follow-up work, the large expected planet yield of the K2 and TESS missions, as well as other future transiting surveys, should result in more reliable planet radii and therefore more definitive identification of truly Earth-like planets in the solar neighborhood.
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